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When to Say the Blessing on Ne¿ilath
Yadayim on Bread

When eating a meal with a Kebe£ah (2 ozs.)
or more of bread, one must do Ne¿ilath Yadayim (the
ritual washing of hands) and recite the Berakha
(blessing) of 'Al Ne¿ilath Yadayim on the washing.
The first Kezayith (ounce) must be eaten within Kedei
Akhilath Peras. There are different opinions as to how
much time this is, varying from two to nine minutes,
but a common opinion is four minutes.

If one eats less than a Kebe£ah, but at least a
Kezayith (1 oz.), since there are different opinions as
to whether he should recite the blessing or not, we
apply the concept of Sefeq Berakhoth Lehaqel (when
there is a doubt about a blessing we do not recite it).
As such, Ne¿ilath Yadayim should be done, but
without the blessing.

Maran Yoseph Qaro, 'a"h, states in the
Shul¥an 'Arukh (Code of Jewish Law) that if one eats
less than a Kezayith there is an opinion that Ne¿ilath
Yadayim is not required at all. The Kaf Ha¥ayyim
states that since there are differing opinions about
this, the correct way to eat less than a Kezayith of
bread is to do Ne¿ilath Yadayim but not recite the
blessing.

He adds, however, that ideally, one should
not eat less than a Kezayith, because unless one eats
at least a Kezayith of bread, one will not have the
opportunity to make Birkath Hammazon (the grace
after meals) for which the minimum quantity is a
Kezayith.

(See Shul¥an ‘Arukh, 158: 1-3. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid: 8-11)

Lekha Lekha: the Righteous Are Called
Holekh

Angels are called 'Omdim (standing still) because they
do not have a Ye£er Hara' (evil inclination) which pulls them
down the wrong path. A righteous individual (¢addiq), on the
other hand, is called Holekh (one who goes), and constantly
ascends from one level to the next.

The fact that G-d tells Abraham Abinu,'a"h, Lekh Lekha
(go), means that He is saying to him: "You have the title of
Lekh, not 'Omed". This means that G-d is informing Abraham
Abinu that he still has not reached his highest level of
perfection but rather, must keep going down his long path
towards his ultimate goal.

It is best illustrated by a parable about a man who
dreamt that the king was climbing a ladder which had 1000
rungs, but only reached the 500th rung. The man went and
related his dream to the king who gave him 500 gold coins.

When the man's neighbor's wife heard this she told her
husband to go and tell the king that he dreamt the king
reached the 1000th rung. The king would surely be delighted
and reward him with 1000 gold coins. But when the man told
the king about his supposed dream the king had him
physically thrown out of the palace. The reason was that the
dream indicated that the king had reached the top of the
ladder of his career and would, perforce, only have the option
of descending. However, the dream showing that he was only
half way up the ladder indicated that he was only half way up
to the power and position that he would eventually have.

(See 'Od Yoseph ¡ai Derashoth, Parashath Lekh Lekha)
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The Correct Blessing for Sugared Almonds
¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim a"h speaks about the custom of his father a"h, ¡akham Eliyahu ¡ayyim, concerning the

eating of sugared almonds. He said that he would separate the sugar coating from the almonds, recite the Berakha (blessing)
Borei Peri Ha’e£ on the almonds and then the blessing of Shehakkol on the sugar. However, the custom of the people in his city
he says, was to recite the blessing of Shehakkol and eat the entire sugared almond without separating the sugar from the
almonds.

Another opinion, is that of the Eshel Abraham, who says that even if the quantity of sugar around the almonds is
great, the blessing is Borei Peri Ha’e£.

Yoseph Om-e£ Ashkenazi, however, mentions the same custom as the one of the Ben Ish ¡ai's father and he says that
the correct way to eat sugared almonds is to separate the sugar from the almond and to recite the two separate Berakhoth.

(It should be noted that this obviously only applies to the first sugared almond. Once the blessings have been recited,
the others can be eaten normally - without first peeling off the sugar).

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath Pin¥as, Oth Meem Waw)

Placing Food under a Bed or Table
One may not place food or any drink under a bed, because an evil spirit rests on them. This applies even if

they are placed in a metal container. One must not put the food under the bed even if it is raw.

There is an opinion that this only applies if someone sleeps on the bed, however, others disagree. In view of
this one should be particular not to place food under a bed, irrespective of whether someone sleeps on the bed or
not.

There are those who are also particular not to place food under a table. There are others, on the other
hand, who have the custom not to be particular about placing food under a table.

(See Sh. 'A. Yoreh De'ah 116:5. Ben Ish ¡ai. 2nd year, Parashath Pin¥as, Oth 14)

 Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h
When Is "Mine" Really "Mine"? Part ii

Why did the Mi£wah of Hafrashath ¡alla take effect immediately upon entering the Land of Israel, whereas
other commandments which apply in Ere£ Yisrael, the Children of Israel were only obligated to perform after
conquering and dividing the land?

Plowing the land, planting the seeds and watering the land, create a sense of ownership. However G-d says:
Ki Li Ha-are£ (for the Land is Mine) (Wayyiqra 25:23). One has to give of what belongs to him before enjoying it
himself, thereby acknowledging that it is not really his, but belongs to G-d.

How much more powerful does this incredible concept become, when talking about bread! Bread is
considered to be the most essential and basic type of food necessary for one's survival. One can actually live on
only bread and water, which is why it is referred to as the staff of life. Women used to be engaged in the activity of
making bread on a daily basis, being that it was the essential ingredient of every single meal.

How does a person who grows the wheat, harvests the stalks, grinds the flour and finally comes to the
stage of mixing the water and flour into a soft dough feel when she is told: "Now, it is time to put aside a piece of
what is yours. It is only after you give to others, that what is yours, becomes permitted to you!" Every single day
before baking the dough, we are reminded of the phrase: For the Land is Mine.

I hope that now we have a clearer insight as to why this Mi£wah is so different and had to be applied
immediately. The underlying daily message cannot be forgotten: everything we have is a loan from the Al-mighty.
Nothing is ours, nothing with the exception of that which we give to others.
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